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We extend our gratitude to the University of North Florida, the College of Arts and Sciences, our
project partners, funders, collaborators, and to the hundreds of UNF students who helped us accomplish our project goals. Most especially, we thank all of the respondents who took the time to listen and
provide us their valuable opinions, because without their input we would not be able to answer
important research and policy questions.

Faculty Collaborators

These faculty collaborators are recognized by PORL as having used the center as a resource for
their independent research, as well as providing their students with a transformational learning
experience.
PORL has worked with a number of partners, all
with an admiration for data that is objective and
collected to the highest methodological
standards, whose intent is to better inform and
educate their local communities and
stakeholders.
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Who We Are: Public Opinion Research Lab

The mission of the Public
Opinion Research Lab (PORL) is
to conduct studies that
contribute to the knowledge and
understanding of salient social,
economic, political, and health
issues. PORL provides a public
service by: informing our clients
and policymakers of public
opinions, offering experiential
learning to students, and
producing research of the
highest caliber of academic
integrity.
All research projects conducted
by PORL are in keeping with the
academic integrity described in our
organizational mission statement,
and the American Association of
Public Opinion Research (AAPOR)
standards. PORL contributes to the
visibility and credibility of the
University of North Florida (UNF) as
an institution through the
dissemination of findings in journal
articles, academic conferences,
technical reports, as well as local
and national media.
Almost all of the PORL interviewers
are current UNF students. As such,
PORL research projects offer
students gainful employment and

facilitate student learning by providing experience with data collection that will aid them in future careers, or in graduate school.
The UNF strategic plan includes the goal of cultivating a learning environment that supports intellectual growth and academic
achievement. In an effort to reach that goal, PORL offers the
interviewers and staff hands-on research training and exposure to
politics and community affairs.

PORL Goals

PORL was established in March of 2001, and aspires to be the
leading academic center for polling in the state of Florida and
Southeast, more broadly.
Specific goals of the PORL fall into three broad domains:

Who We Are: Public Opinion Research Lab
Michael Binder, Faculty Director
Associate Professor in the Department of Political Science and Public Administration at
the University of North Florida. Dr. Binder is responsible for the PORL’s methodology and
all aspects of the survey process. He received his Ph.D. from the University of California,
San Diego in 2010. His research interests include voter decision-making, voter turnout,
direct democracy, American politics, and public opinion.
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Since its opening in March of 2001, the PORL has
conducted and helped implement 216 research
projects through consulting, questionnaire design,
population sampling, data collection, analysis, and
report writing.
We conduct telephone, in-person, email,
self-administered and mail surveys for university
researchers, public agencies, nonprofit
organizations, private businesses, and media
clients. We strive to provide quality research by
adhering to the highest ethical standards and
professional best practices.
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Meet Our Interviewers
Student Achievement at UNF
International
is our main
focus at PORL
Students

2018 Caller of the Year
Joaquim Carrero-Baptista

UNF students are the backbone to the center’s
success, and the reason why PORL has grown
over the years. Celebrating our student
employee accomplishments and providing them
with a learning environment that promotes
personal development and real life work
experience is how PORL is meeting UNF’s and
the State University System’s strategic plan. Not
only does PORL provide financial support for
students across campus, but also an inspiring
setting for our student-employee community.

33,299 calls | 714 completed surveys

The diverse make up of our center’s workforce,
working together to accomplish project goals,
promoting critical thinking, effective
communication, and analytical skills are just some
of the ways PORL is preparing UNF students for
life after college. PORL student employees are
also gaining a transformational learning
experience that extends beyond “punching a
clock,” and enables students to ask questions,
see how data is collected, and provide access for
professional and personal development.

Caller spotlight

What’s the best part
about working at PORL?

I really like speaking with
different people and hearing
about issues I’m not that well
versed on - Kristen Ballard

In 2018 UNF students earned
Colleges represented
at PORL

$252,600

College of Arts and Sciences
Coggin College of Business
Brooks College of Health
College of Computing, Engineering,
and Construction
Education and Human Services

24

International Students

10

Honors Students

Meeting and talking to
people, it’s just fun.
- Ulrich Sinefeu

2018 | By the Numbers

Project Types

31 Total Projects

$447,711
Combined Project Revenue
↑ 31.5% increase from 2017

$280,089 Sponsored Research Funding
$34,135 Generated F&A

Total Funding Amounts
by Project Type
Nonprofit/University
Local Government
State Government
Private Business
Internal

254

Days in Field
Employed

211

UNF Students

40%

38%

20,320
Hours Calling

More than

400

Student Volunteers

1,543 Online surveys completed
717 In-person economic impact surveys completed

17%

5%

<1%

Completed telephone
interviews

15,332
Total dialings

808,826

2018 | By the Numbers

The Public Opinion Research Lab at the University of North Florida was
founded in 2001 by Dr. Matthew Corrigan. Dr. Corrigan directed the lab until
2007, when he became Chair of the Department of Political Science and
Public Administration. PORL was subsequently taken over by assistant
professor Dr. Paul Harwood. Following Dr. Harwood’s departure from UNF
in early 2011, PORL took a two year hiatus in order to find new leadership.
Dr. Michael Binder, the PORL's current Director, reopened the Lab to
outside clients in 2013. Over the past five years, PORL has been
reconnecting with past clients, as well as establishing strong new
relationships.
In 2018, the PORL saw $447,711 in overall project revenue, of which
$280,089 was earned from sponsored research projects. This generated
$34,135 in Facilities and Administrative (F&A) contributions.
Following its hiatus, PORL has been making a strong and steady
comeback. The Lab earned almost the same amount of overall funding as
it had in 2010, its highest grossing year. PORL aims to continue growing in
2019, and hopes to have its most successful year on record.

“Unlike college polls of dubious quality but superior marketing (say, Florida Atlantic
University) or college polls with an established history of polling (Quinnipiac
University, among many others), UNF is a more recent player on the scene. Still, it
has become the pollster that other pollsters trust.”
					-Andrew Pantazi		
“The University of North Florida poll of likely
voters found that Gillum, the mayor of Tallahassee, has
the support of 49 percent of likely voters in the survey ...”
-Michael Burke
“Two other gold standard polls out this week from the
University of North Florida and Quinnipiac University
give Nelson an average 3.5 point lead.”
		
-Harry Enten
			

“The U.S. Senate contest between Democratic Sen. Bill
Nelson and Republican Gov. Rick Scott is tied, according to
the latest poll from the University of North Florida ...”

“... the UNF survey reflects
recent polls showing that a
Democratic “blue wave” might
not be strong enough to carry
Nelson to a fourth term.”

“Dr. Binder believes polls help
educate voters and are an important
part of the political dialog”
			–Anne Schindler
The Public Opinion Research
Lab at the University of North
Florida was mentioned in over
50 news articles across the
state.
In addition, PORL was
mentioned by national news
outlets, such as the Hill,
MSNBC, Washington Post, New
York Times Upshot, and CNN.

“A pair of polls, one conducted in the winter by a
lab at the University of North Florida and a
second in the spring by two firms, showed
Amendment 4 polling above 70 percent.
Support was highest among Democrats and
independents but also above 60 percent for
Republicans in the second poll.”
				-Emily Bazelon
			

“The Public Opinion Research Laboratory (PORL) at the University of North
Florida frequently uses American Community Survey (ACS) data tables in order to
increase the accuracy of our state and local polls. By using ACS data to
determine the age, sex, race, and educational breakdown of various counties in
Florida, PORL is able to weight results so that the sample of individuals polled
represents the total population being assessed.”

2018: Education Polls
PORL offers educational surveys measuring
opinions on curriculum, graduation rates, teacher
salaries, and much more.
School boards across the state of Florida have
asked PORL to conduct parent-specific surveys,
as well as surveys of the general populace.
In 2018 PORL conducted surveys for the
Jacksonville Public Education Fund (JPEF),
Putnam County and Pinellas County School
Systems.

83%

A majority of Duval
County residents
would support a
small tax increase
towards increasing
teachers salaries.
JPEF Annual Public Education
Perceptions Poll (January 19, 2018)

JPEF Annual Public Education Perceptions Poll
(January 19, 2018)

37%
of Duval County parents stated
that a school’s reputation for
good teachers was the most
important factor in enrolling a
child in school

Exploring parental decisions:
what matters when
considering school choice
Families tend to choose their neighborhood
school if they view it as academically successful
and safe.
Academic performance and convenience
appeared as frequent factors that impact school
choice, especially for families with children in
neighborhood schools.
Overall, specialty programs/curricula did not
surpass academic performance when
considering factors that influence school choice,
regardless of school type.
Pinellas County Schools Survey (February 13, 2018)

Over

85%

of Putnam County, Fla. residents

support teaching high school students how
to deal with pressure to have sex, how to
talk with parents about sex and relationships, human anatomy, STD’s, abstinence,
birth control methods, and condom use.

6% believe that sexuality should not be
taught in schools, while another 7% believe only abstinence should be taught.

Putnam County USF Healthy Schools Project (June 25, 2018)

2018: Duval County Polls
In 2016 and 2018, PORL conducted a survey for the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office (JSO).
This Community Survey was
designed to learn about perceptions of safety and citizen
perceptions of JSO.
Do you approve or disapprove of the way the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office is
handling its job?

Approve

Disapprove

71% 21%
JSO Community Survey (December 13, 2018)

Jacksonville residents who
agree that being the victim of
police brutality is something
they personally worry about?

63% 41% 19%
Black

Hispanic

White

Almost half of Northeast
Florida residents

45%

stated that business
leaders should provide the
most influence in
revitalizing Downtown
Jacksonville
TimesUnion J Magazine (April 20, 2018)

#UNFPOLL #JAXSPEAKS
- 93% of visitors will likely visit
the Jacksonville area again
because of their experience at
the Jacksonville Jazz Festival
- The average visitor, attending
the festival, spent $208 per day
- 38% of respondents heard
about Jazz Fest from friends/
family, and 27% reported hearing
about it online or through
social media.
- There were 5,505 estimated
visitors staying in commercial
lodging
JazzFest Economic Impact Poll (June 11, 2018)

$9,884,800

Estimated Total Economic Impact

2018: Florida Statewide Polls
What do you think is the most important problem facing your district today?
FL Congressional District 16: 513 Florida RV (October 4, 2018)

Job Approval Ratings

Florida Statewide: 619
Florida LV (February 7, 2018)

Donald Trump
President

43%
Rick Scott
FL Governor

63%
Marco Rubio
FL Senate

Support for the
“Voting Rights Restoration for Felons
Initiative” Amendment?

71%
21%
Support

Oppose

Florida Statewide: 617 Florida RV (September 24, 2018)

Florida voters were
evenly split between
Rick Scott and Bill
Nelson for the Florida
Senate race

45%

55%
Bill Nelson
FL Senate

52%

Robert Mueller
Special Counsel

40%

Florida Statewide: 603 Florida RV (September 24, 2018)

#UNFPOLL

45%

“With polling numbers this close, the candidates that are most successful
getting their voters to the polls are the ones who are going to win.
Historically, Florida has had very close statewide elections, and this year is
shaping up to be no different.” -Dr. Michael Binder

PORL: Memberships
The Public Opinion Research Lab is proud to be a member of the American Association
of Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). AAPOR is the top institution for public opinion and
research professionals. As members of AAPOR, the PORL’s goal is to support sound and
ethical practices in the conduct of survey and public opinion research. Moreover, the PORL is
a charter member of the AAPOR Transparency Initiative, which seeks to improve the
transparency of methodology and survey-based findings amongst research organizations.

2018 AAPOR Conference

Presenter: Michael Binder
Presentation Title: Determined by Mode: Sample Composition, Issue
Voting, and the Likely Voter in Florida General Elections

The PORL is also a proud member of the Association of Academic
Survey Research Organizations (AASRO). This organization is
comprised of academic survey centers housed in universities. It’s
aim is to support academic survey research, promote best practices
in survey methodology and research integrity, and to help educate
the next generation of academic survey researchers.

FiveThirtyEight is a website run by statistician Nate Silver that reports on public opinion
poll analysis, politics, and economics. In addition, FiveThirtyEight rates pollsters based
on the historical accuracy of each organizations polls, in addition to its methodology.
PORL has been giving a grade of A-, making it the highest rated pollster in the state of
Florida. We are honored and overjoyed to have reached this goal.

PORL: In the Community
On September 14th, PORL took part in an Environmental
Symposium, hosted by the University of North Florida
and the Jacksonville Environmental Protection Board.
This event highlighted projects and research from various organizations in the Jacksonville community, such
as the St. Johns River Keeper, the City of Jacksonville’s
Environmental Quality Division, and Greenscape of
Jacksonville.

This past year, PORL had the opportunity to engage in several events around the Jacksonville community. These events not only help spread the mission of PORL by sharing who we are and what we
do, but they also allow us the opportunity to engage with others so that they may better understand
the survey research process.
As a result of promoting research and engaging with various organizations for research purposes,
Dr. Michael Binder received an Award of Excellence for obtaining over $250,000 in research funding
through the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs at the Scholars Transforming Academic
Research Symposium.

The PORL team attended the Fiorentino Group, Tucker/Hall and
Rogers Towers special preview of the upcoming 2018 Florida
Legislative Session, featuring members of Jacksonville and
Capitol Press Corps.
This January 5th exclusive, invitation-only luncheon, provided
the opportunity to hear what top Florida political journalists see
on the legislative horizon.
•
•

•
Daniel Ducassi, Politico
Steve Bousquet, Tampa Bay Times
•
A.G. Gancarski, Florida Politics
Mike Clark, Florida Times-Union
•
Jim Saunders, News Service of Florida

How polling is like beer
On September 12th Dr. Michael Binder gave
a presentation at Intuition Ale Works for the
local speaker series Science on Tap.
The presentation focused on understanding
polls, the difference amongst pollsters, relying
on data, and political polls.

PORL: Technical Reports
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Pinellas
County Neighborhood Schools Survey.
Jacksonville, FL: University of North
Florida, Public Opinion Research Lab.

Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Florida 2018
Click It or Ticket Media Survey.
Jacksonville, FL: University of North
Florida, Public Opinion Research Lab.

Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. The
Florida Times Union—Downtown
Landing Survey. Jacksonville, FL:
University of North Florida, Public
Opinion Research Lab.

Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Florida 2018
Motorcycle Safety Media Survey.
Jacksonville, FL: University of North
Florida, Public Opinion Research Lab.

Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. The Florida
Times Union—J Magazine Downtown
Jacksonville Survey. Jacksonville, FL:
University of North Florida, Public
Opinion Research Lab.
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Jacksonville
Jazz Festival Economic Impact Report
2018. Jacksonville, FL: University of
North Florida, Public Opinion Research
Lab.
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Putnam
County Community Values Survey:
Family Life Education and
Comprehensive Health Services for
Secondary Students. Jacksonville, FL:
University of North Florida, Public
Opinion Research Lab.
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Florida 2018
Driving Under the Influence (DUI) Media
Survey. Jacksonville, FL: University of
North Florida, Public Opinion Research
Lab.

Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Airport
Service Quality Survey. Jacksonville,
FL: University of North Florida, Public
Opinion Research Lab.
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. AutoQuotes
Client Feedback Survey 2018.
Jacksonville, FL: University of North
Florida, Public Opinion Research Lab.
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins,
Charlene Stainfield, and Kathlina Brady.
2019. Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
Community Survey 2018. Jacksonville,
FL: University of North Florida, Public
Opinion Research Lab.
Binder, Michael, Andrew Hopkins, and
Charlene Stainfield. 2018. Pinellas
County Neighborhood Schools Survey.
Jacksonville, FL: University of North
Florida, Public Opinion Research Lab.

PORL: Support our Mission
The Public Opinion Research lab is an important organization at
UNF. PORL evokes two essential components of any University:
research and teaching. By holding ourselves to the highest level
of research standards and transparent methodology
practices, PORL is actively working to advance the field of
survey research.
In addition to our research, we also aid our hundreds of
undergraduate employees and volunteers by providing them
with the opportunity to participate in hands on research and data
collection. Moreover, this opportunity allows students to better
understand the process of survey research and methodology. By
participating in this kind of work UNF students are also becoming
aware of important issues on the local and national scale, which
in turn creates more engaged citizens.
It is the PORL’s goal to grow into the preeminent academic
survey research instution in the Southeastern United States. But
we cannot do this alone. To sustain our mission and grow, we
encourage philanthropic partners who share our passion for
research with integrity to collaborate with us through financial
donations. Through these gifts, we will be able to expand our
research, increase our internal non-partisan polls, and increase
opportunities for students. Gifts of any size are greatly
appreciated, and all donations will go directly towards research
efforts at PORL.

Michael Binder, Ph.D.
Faculty Director - Public Opinion Research Lab

